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Il?VBSTIGATIOll Or ~LOW IN A OEI?TRI~OAL PuMPa

By Karl Sischer

SUMMARY

The invest~gatlon of the flow In a centrifugal Pump in-
dicated that the flow patterne in frictional fluid are fun-
damentally different from those in frictionlees fluid. h
particular,the dead air space adhering to the section side
undoubtedly causes a reduction of the theoretically possible
delivery head.

!l?hevelocity distribution over a parallel circle Is al-
so eubjected to a noticeable cha~ge as a result of the in-
complete filling of the passages. The rel~tive velocity on
the preeeure side of the vane, which for passages completely
filled with active flow would differ little from zero even
at comparatively lower than normal delivery volume, is in-
creaaed, so that no ?apld reverse flow occurs on the pressure
side of the vane even for smaller delivery volume.

It was established, further, that the flow ceaeee to be
stationary for very small quantltiee of water.

The Inflow to the impeller can be regarded as radial for
the operating range an queetlon.

The velocity triangles at the exit are sub.lected to a
significant alteration In shape ae a result of the increased
peripheral velecity, which may be of particular importance
In the determination of the guide vane entrance angle.

l“Untersuchung der Str~mung In einer Centrifugal-Pumpe. “
14itteilungen #se Hydraulisohen Instituts der Technlschen .
Hochechule, Munchen, Ho. 4, 1931, pp. l-av.
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IBTEODUCTIOM
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The actual power input of ● centrifugal pump Ss con-
s~derably less than that stipulated theoretically on the
assumption of an infinite number of vanes. The cause of
the power reduetfon lies in the uneven preosure and ve-
locity distribution over a parallel circle ao consequence
of the ‘paemage vortez.w It 10 true that the modern cal-
culating methods allow for this phenomenon and also for the
reduction in flow-off angle directly connected with It, and
do achieve a aatlefactory agreement with reality by means
of oorreation factoram Mevertheleeo, the velocity triangles
at the exit, which are decielve for the attainable delivery
heada , cannot be definitely Indicated. Exact knowledge of
the flow condition eepeclally at the exit ie, on the other
hand, deeirable In many reepecte, suoh as In the design of
the guide vanee, for Inetance. The assumptions which are
neceeeary for the prediction of the flow pattern, especially
the one that the impeller paesages run always full with
active flow, lead to erroneous conceptions of the flow
distribution, particularly for smaller throughflow quantities,
ae will be readily seen from the eubeequent report. Admit-
tedly, there wan no longer any doubt an to the incorrectneee
of the aoeumption of pasoagee being completely filled with
aatlve flow, after the phenomenon of dead air space forma-
tion on airplane winge had been closely obeerved. But little
Importance wae attached to this fact In ite effect on the
performance.

Theoretical etudlee of the extent of thie effect in-
troduced by the formation of dead air epace preeent con-
siderable dlfficultiee, becauee of the absence of any kind
of reference data on the extent of the dead alr sones and

their variability with changes of ~ (q = throughflou

quantity, m = angular veloelty). The experimental investl-

?
atlon of theee phenomenons with the uee of the rotoecope
devleed by D. Thoma) forme the eubject of the preeent r~

port.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The poeed problem of exploring the flow proeeesee in a
centrifugal pump demanded that the principal aim In the
structural design of the experimental pump be centered on
the poesiblllty of clear observation of the flow.

.
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Experimental Pump (Fig. 1).
.. —--- . -. .,.

The water system differed little from etandard praet~oe, .
e?oept that the arrangement ●nd the drive of the pump were
designed for the partloular purpose in *low. By arran&e-
ment of the Impeller ooaformtng to figure 1, the section
pipe beoame etatlonary, and the observation of the flow wan
not obstructed by an extraneous support. It la essential
that the Impeller be shut off In front by a glass wall.

Impeller

The impeller has six vanee of conventional design. For
constructive reasons the vanes were of 8-millimeter thickness.
The Impeller was designed for n = 400 rpm,
per second, and H = 1.65 meters.

Q= 8.3 liters

The

The

principal d~menslons are as follows:

Width at entrance bl n 0.0225 meter
Width at discharge ba = 0.020 meter
Diueter at entrance Dz = (,J.140meter

Diameter at discharge Da u 0.280 meter
Diameter of Inlet pipe D, = 0;100 meter

Rumber of vane. z=6
Entrance angle pl = 170

Discharge angle . pa = 28°

impeller was illuminated by 61x concentrically ar-
ranged 100-watt lampe. 3’or the photographic work six arc
lamps of about 1000 candle power each were added, which
reduced the exposure time to 1/1000 second.

Total Arrangement

The water taken from a pressure line was cnrrled to the
test pump by way of a large water tank kept at constant level
by an overflow. The whole arrangement can be seen from fl~
ures 1, 3, and 4. Pressure and water were regulated by a
●llde valve fitted in the pressure line. ~rom there the water
paseed to the balance set up In the subcellar where it wna
discharged in the tail water after weigh~ng. The pump W*S ‘
driven by electric motor with variable speed. In order to
ellmfnate the vlscoslty effect, which is much more evident
at the comparatively small dimensions of the teet pump, than
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In moat practical applications, the speed was chosen me h~gh
as ooneistent with the strength of the glaso plate -- 460 rpm.
The Reynolds nuiaber is, of course~ occasionally greater in
praotical application; for normal water volume and n = 450
rpm the Reynolds number of the teet pump referred to the
hydraulic radius at the Inlet and outlet of the impeller
paeeages, was, however, 164,000 and 100,000~ BO that no
fundamental ch%ngee of the flow are to be expected fo? larger
versions.

The head was meaeured by mercury manometer.

Observation of Flow

The flow ie observed during the operation of the pump
by the rotoscope shown in figu?ee 1 and 4. The rotoscope
(reference 1) is based on the phenomenon that the reflected
image of a stationary ob.lect rotates when the plane of re-
flection ie rotated.

Therefore, it is possible to make a rotating object
appear at reet when the object is reflected about a plane
which passes through the line of view coinciding with the
axin of rotation and rotates at half the impeller speed about
the line of vieion. The reflection lEIaffected by a eo-cnlled
Dove prism. The rotoccope, net up 1.2 to 1.5 metere from
the pump impeller, is driven by belt and electric motor; a
fly wheel takes up minor irregularities of the drive. The
speed ie ad~uuted by series reeietance and braking of the
fly wheel by hand to half pump epeed. The rotoecope givee
a perfectly still picture only when it ie mounted co–axially
with the pump. In many tests, however, a camera rotating at
pump epeed wae arranged instead in the extension of the
pump center, bringing ite optical axis on a line with the
pump shaft. The camera wae operated by chains and counter-
shaft from the pump. The shutter wae released during oper-
ation. An Interconnected,electrically actuated friction
coupling permitted starting and stopping of the photographic
apparatus (interruption of rotary motion) without having to
●top the pump. (See fig. 6.) But for the photographing the
rotoscope was utilised at the same time, because it ie not
necessary in all circumstanaee that pump shaft and rotoscope
axis coincide in one line. Even when both meet at not too
great an angle, satisfactory observations are still obtain-
able for many purposes, so long ae this point of Sntereection
coincides with the center of the impeller (fig. ~). The uee
of camera and rotoscope simultaneously has the great advan-
tage of accurate timing of the flow attitude deeired for
photographing.
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The flow was rendered visible by u mixture of aso-acid
. (red) an~ nigroslne intro&uomd at varioua pointta, Indicated..

as Ao B, and C. The dye was Introduced oentrally through
a 6-millimeters thick brass tubing (rotating) in the pump
shaft (fig. 1). To forestall accidental disturbances due
to the finite thickness of the dye tubee (2-millimeter “ ~
thickness) one vane was equipped with three holes (0.5 ❑ llll-
metermin diameter) Into which the d?e was poured through a
covered groove in the vane (fig. 8). The speed of outflow
was kept 10V by suitably chosen height level of the dye
container, in order to avoid a falsification of the flow
pattern through high entrance speed of the dye mixture.

Mote: According to the investigations by Oertli (ref--
ference 2) in the laboratory of the l’ederal University,
Z~r 1ch , the flow through a cent?lfugal pump Ie not completely
tw-dimensional, although he waa able to establish the fact
that , except for unusually wide departure from normal oper-
ating conditions, the total flow In the Impeller Is suffi-
ciently characterized by the distribution of the stream
filaments in the median throughflow plane. ~or this reason
the dye outlet flow was arranged In the aenter of the vnnes.

Inflow to Impeller

In order to obtain information regarding the assumption
of vertical inflow serving as basis of the impeller calcu-
Int ion, the observation of the abeolute flow became neceseary.
Hence, in these experiments the rotoscope and the rotating
camera were not required. The observation was mmde by naked
eye, the photographic rec~rds were made by statfonmry camera.
Sive different flow attltudest’or n = 460 rpm are reproduced
in figures 9, 10, 11, 12, and la. l!he corresponding photo-
graphs from test series II (n E ~50 rpm) show no difference
in flow distribution from those taken at n = 450 rpm.

~igure rpm ( 1$0’s J--
L5

Rem~rks
Q norm (:)—. sx————_—_._————

450 14.81 1.58 o.75a Q above normal
1: 460 9.40 1.00 1,885 Q normal
11 460 5.?4 .61 2.251 Q below normal
12 450 3.20 .34 2.568 Q below normal
13 450 1.86 ● 20 2.589 Q below normal——

-a
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It is readily seen that the departure from vertical in-
flow remains within narrow limits. “Preliminary rotmtion”
%ooornoo ~ti+~bptibie oal~ for small quantitie9 of water

----.-.-...-

(fige.12 and l?i). This is likely to be due lean to friction
effeot than to reverse flow from the impeller passages. whioh~
at sinking of the delivered water volume below a eertaln limit,
wam very

r
lainly observed in the subsequently described tests

[fig. 19 . ~?r the present, it may be etated that reverne
flow begins in several paesages at greatly eubnormal water
volumes, but that the flow Is not @tatSonary in reepect to
the impeller. The place at which the reveroe flow prevaile, .
variee . The back flowing water eubjected to rotation mix-e
in the ●pace before the entrance with the fresh water and
cauaee it to rotateq The mixing prooees combines with the
re~eree flow to produce a very irregular velocity distributions
ae exemplified In the peculiarly torn and twirnted form of the
dye filament. (See fige. 12 and 13. )

Elow in the Impeller Paesagee

A number of theoretical ●tudiee have dealt with the prol!e
lem of identifying the relative flow in rotating channels.
The procedure ueually coneieted of dividing the total flow in-
to two parte, a vortex free throughflow and a flow with con-
etant vortex corresponding to the angular velocity of the
impeller, but without throughflow. The great advantage of
ouch a division 10 that the variations in the velocity con-
dition at changee in throughflow or angular velocity are
eaeily accounted for. Kucharokl (reference 3) succeeded,
although with friction discounted, in finding a rigorous theo-
retical eolution for a rotating impeller of very simple form
with straight vanes of finite length reaching radially to the
center. The conventionally employed impeller forma with
ourved paseages, finite vane lengthe, which Intermeot the en-
trance circle, offer considerable difficulties to the mathe-
matical solution of the flow pattern. In this connection
reference is made to ●tudiee by Spannhake (refe~ence 4) which
were made by meane of oonfbrmal transformation on the baeis
of epecific condition. But the actually reeulting flowe,
especially for very emall quantities of water, departed con-
siderably from the theoretical ●olution on account of the
friction and the inetat!ility and separation phenomena in-
duced by it. ~rom the obeervatione deecribed here it wae coq-
cluded that in no case, whether at normal, above,or below nor-
mal delivery of water, the paesagee were completely filled
with active flow.

1- -—

,

—.



Determinmtlon of 11mit bet ween dead air 6Psee and ao-
tive flow=- ~or reaeons of greater aocuracy in the subse-. -..—.---
“quent”lnv-estigationti the d?e outlet designated with k 1s
largely reoorted to. At the start of the dye inJection the
boundary layer emanating from the entrance eil a 1s, at flret,
~onsiderably colored, as seen from figure 14 rdye inflow at
B) taken a short time after start of dye outflow. The color-
ing of the dead air space Ss barely noticeable. But gradu-
ally the color collects In the dead air space until finally
the entire space appearm filled with colored liquid (cf. fig.
16). Apart from small and very small quantities of water,
a fairly sharp reparation appearm to take place. This is
not to imply, however, that no interchange of fluid occurs
at all betiween the two sones. (The preservat Ion of the
vortex motion speciflee an interchange. ) But , in general,
the amount of water that passes through the dead air space
is disappearingly small oompared to the total delivery.

Description of flow at different proportion of water

volume Q
— ~ normal’

- The decrease

a certain limit 56 accompanied
in the flow:

of the ratio
& belOw

by two typlcnl characterfetice

1. The flow is no longer etatfonary (appearance of vary-
ing reverse flows).

2. The flow attitude at a given time tnterval dtfferm
In the eeveral impeller passages.

The tranoltion from stationary to puleating flow is
illustrated on several worked+nzt problems.

In figure 15 the flow conditions are represented for

n = 252 rpm”+ Q = 2.46 liters per seoond

Q
= 0.47; H = 0.75 .meter

Q normal

(Graphical reproduction of relative flow observed in the
roto~cope.) Z?o dlmeimilarity of flow conditlona were observed
In the Sndivldual Impeller paseages for this quantity of water,
but more than half of the passages were full of dead air. The

active sone was only a fairly narrow strip cloeely hugging the
pressure side of the vane. A brisk vortex motion prevailed in
the dead air zone.

A — —
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lligure 16 is the photo~raphically obtained flow picture

for n - 2S0 rpm; Q.=.2.7-9 ltterm per macond; “
Q
h~l

= 0.63; H = 0.77 meter.

rigura 17. The water performance was reduced to

IQ
1.038 liters per seoond —

Qnormal =m

IH E 0,79 meter .

This oondltion is characterisedT~~
pulsations (1.5+ec periodo].

0.206; n = %!40 rpm;

fatrly regularly recurring
inflow to the impeller

passages it~elf is no longer regular. The source of these
disturbances lies undoubtedly with the impeller vanes. The
impeller pa~eages are now almoat completely filled with dead
alr which pulsates periodically. The forward and backward
flow in the paseages is not simultaneous; but while the
water flowB forward in Beveral paeeaeem, it flowe back in
others. During the return flow a part of the passage con-
tent spills over the entrance circle again and so passem in-
to the next or next to the next passage. The water particles
of the effective water current are probably conveyed inter-
mittently through the impeller passages at the Individual
periods.

The exact process wlthln a period is described with the
a~d of figure 17 (Q = 1.0a8 liters per gecond~ n = 240 rpm;
Q
— = 0.206; H = 0.79 meter). The color jet emerees
Q normal

(beginning of per~od) at point B and runs along the pressure
side (fig. 17, firet condition) in channel I for a short
distance while closely adher~ng, then begins to form vortices
under gradual separation from the vane wall, which fill the
entire width of passage I. The time during which the color
#et enters this passage amounts to a small fraction af a
second. The color vortices, however, remain for a compara-
tively long time In the passage and pulsate back and forth.
A gradual break+way of the colored water particles occurs

on the vane. In the meantime the prlnclpal
~~o~”~~~ f~rmed In passa e II (fig.

7

17, second flow con-
dition), approximately 1 3 to 1/4 second after tatart”of the
period. The color Jet proceeds as tndlcated and forma
vortices which nearly fill the entire passage, These vortices
likewiee pulsate back and forth, while the vane tip at 6 ~ani-
fested breakaway of colored water part~cles. The termlnntion

liL
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of the forward flow In passage II 1s indicated by a sudden
inflow of oolored water into passage III (fig, 17, third
flow condition), where the came phenomena were obeerved as
a ehort time before In passages II and I. This Is the end
of a period, during which the impeller makes from 5 to 7
revolutions.

~igures 18 and 19. The photograph need no further
explanation. Reverse flowe in the paeeagee I and IV are
plainly visible, likewiee the forward flow of the water in
passage III. Figure 20 (n = 243 rpm; Q = 0.133 liters

Qper second; —= 0.025: H = o.slz meter~ The lrregu-
Qnormal

larities of the flow are more pronounced, since the pulsations
are more active and the area In which these motions occur
is greater.

In connection with the description of flow conditions
for different below-normal ouantitlee of water, several
photographic records have been included although they offer
nothing new In principle. For these photographs a different
coloring method was used at the suggestion of D. Thoma.
Through a valve mounted in the suction pipe of the test pump,
which received the dyestuff under positive pressure, it wae
possible occasionally to color the total delivery water.
At the start of the test the pump wae driven with clear water.
Yhe valve was opezed shortly before releaslng the shutter.
The active flow shows up black In the flow pictures (figs.
21 and 22), while the dead air spaces on the suction side
of the vane are etill filled with clear water.

With larger volumes of water the coloring of the total
delivery water became impractical for the identification
of the two sones, becaume the interchange of colored nnd
clear water was too rapid in consequence of brisk turbulence~
hence the photograph did not turn out satisfactory. Better
results were obtained with n partial coloration of the water.
This wae secured by a dividing wmll in the suction pipe of
the pump, with the valve in the pooition shown in figure 23.
!Che vanes paseed alternately in a zone of dyed and clear
water. The dead air spaces in the upper part of the picture

again appear ae black areas (fig. 24). Q = 0.47.
Q normal

Flow at normal water volume
(

Q
)—=l.- Flgure 25

Qnormnl
represents the flow conditions for n = 400 rpm; Q = 9.86

liters per seoond; ~= l,05\ H= 1,41 meters,
Q normal

Id
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!Che first premise of E hydraulically beneficial flow - shock
free entry - Ie complied with me c.a=nbe deducecl f?om the
cleara”ge”df the dy’ei‘filtiont at point B. (The mouth of the
coloring tube was located Sn the extension of the median
line of the vane. ) Contrariwise, it 10 found th~t the flow
in the Impeller paosages Is not ouite as deeired. A dead
air space clings to the suction side of the vane at the
exit, which for the area available for the throughflow re-
duces the section =2 by about 1/3, and eeneeauentl~ ralaee “
the velocity of the water by 60 percent. This formmtlon
of dead air space caueee a flow-off at a much smaller angle
than the vane exit angle (20.5° as against 280). There was
scarcely any evidence of aeparatlon at the pressure side of
the vane. The flow huge the vane wall closely.

Relation between the Dead Air Spaces on the Suction and

Pressure Side of the Vane at

Vari%tion in Throughflow Volume

The findings oq the preceding two chapters are now br~efly
eummarlzed In order to point out the variations of the reeult–
ant flow pattern on changing from one volume of water to an-
other. The obeervatione Indicnted that even for supernormal
water volume a dead air epace develops at the outlet on the
vane suction side, which on reduction of the delivered vol-
ume increaeee In extents The breabavay point ahlftta con-
tlnuouely toward the entrance edge. On the preesure side
the phenomena are reversed. The dead air space,which 38
greatest for supernormal volume of vater, decrenaen and dle-
appears altogether for normal or subnormal volume. The pae-
eage croee Eection available for the active flov then ie @ov-
erned by the extent of the muctlon eide dead elr epace. If
the volume of water Im small the active flow is restricted
to a emall paesage along the pressure side of the vane, a
phenomenon which Is not to be expected In frictio~lees fluid,

To gain an Inelght into the magnitude, extent, and
variation of the dend alr spaces, SS well aO the~r rel*tion-
ehip, it vae neceseary to inclu?e the flov pictures of the
other rotational speeds for the interpretation (fle, 27).

The lines of demarcation between active zone and dead air
space vere determined from the photographic records? The
very nature of the matter made a sharp definition of the
boundary linen of the two areae Imposelble, Tke intermin~
ling Ie muoh more pronounced for emall volumes than for erent

—-
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volumes . The plctting of the four employed apeetls condensed
in figure 27 Sndicates that tho ho’zndary aroma between active
flow and teed air space oh- suction and preseure side of the
vane diverge very little for sny delivery volume (very small
quantities of water exoepted). In other words, the paasaee
remaining for the active flow between inlet and discharge
cross seetion has nearly the same width. When the dead air
space at the preosure side disappears the boundary area runs
approximately parallel to the vane,

COMPAEISOH OF TEE ~LOW PATT~lTS OF PEICTIOHLESS FLUID WITH

TH3 OBTAII!TEDBLOW PICTURES

.
Since the resultant flow in frictlonleos fluid can be

regarded as being composed of two unrelated separate flows
(pure rotation flow with the passage vortex m and the
throughflow) the character of the total flow is on the whole
d~k~rmined by the rotation flow when the quantities of writer

are small 3 = small, and by the throughflow when the auanti-
al

tleu of water are great (supernormal)~

Pure Rotation Plow Q = O

The flow pattern represented in figure 28 for pure ro-
tation flow (Q = O) was computed by Kucharski for the etraight
radial vane extending to the center. Applied to the present
impeller conditions the flow pattern should be as shown in
figure 29 (operation in frictionlee~ fluid.) The fluid
circlee relative to the impeller pss-age in closed o?blts
about R stationary nucleus. A comparison with the conditions
of flow in figuree 30 and 31 indicates that the presence of
friction introduces a fundamental change in the ch-ratter
of the pure rotation flow. The negative passage vortex is
diseolved in a number of continuously changing sirlele vortices,
without a trace of the original existence of the negative
passage vortex. However, this deviation should not be held
aa obJection against the theory, because it 1s clear that
the friction attaine controlling influence for deficient
throughflow -or more precisely for very emall throughflow -
covering only the slot lossem. At most, the theoretical flow
pattern might be expected Immediately after etarting,
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?1OW at Small Quantitlee of Vater

J Kucharsk5~s “tlieoretlcal prediction of-the flow pattern
In frlctlonless fluid (fig. 32) sffords a reference point
for plotting the streamlines for the present impeller con-
ditions (fig. 33).

The separation of B fluid core on the ressure side o
.

the +me 10 Unuiu&l. Eor mall quantities
[
Q

\
— = small
Q normal

the velocities caused by the paaoa~e vortex exceed the pure
throughflow velocity; thus reveroe flowo are to be expected
on the preaeure ulde of the vane, where the velocitlee are
subtracted. Contrariwise, the velocity Increasee at the
suction aide of the vane. The operation in frlctionlean
fluid presents no occasion for eontinuouslg changing, dls-
eimilar flow conditions in the individual impeller passagee,
In point of fact the same condition, which remains constant
for a certain operating case,will prevail In all passages.

The flow picture of figure 16 eerves for comparison;
ite delivery is surely reduced to such an extunt that in
frlctionless fluid reverse flows are to be expected on the
preesure side of the vane, while the uncertainties, in-
troduced by the pulsation of the flow for wer~ small quanti-
ties of water, are removed. The following picture is pre-
sented: Reverse flows on the pressure side of the vene In
consequence of the negative passage vortex do, in fnct, not
occur, rather a eubetantial detid air space develope on the
suction side of the vane.

IU?FEOT OF DEAD AIR SPACE OIJ THE OBTAIIJABLE HEAD

The decrease in the power absorption of an impeller is
partly explained by the desaribed proceesee.

The princlpa~ equation, under the assumption of vertical
inflow and infinite number of vanea, givee the theoretical
head (fig. 34a) at

.Hth.=+ o= u~

In figure 34b the average velocity triangle at the exit is
shown as obtainable on the premise of finite n“umber of vanes
and with pressure and velocity distribution over a parallel

1.
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elrcle aocording to data in literature (reference 6) (complete
filling of passages with active flow presumed). Qualitatively,
.the,,aalculatlon.-furnished a“correct--yieture; the actually.,
oocurrlng velocities on the preesure and ●uction aide of
the vane can be seen from figure 36. The relative position
of the colored filament- affords ●n insight into the velocity
distribution of the impeller. In the same time Intervml,
durfng whioh particle P travels the distance PPfi, the water

. particle Q reaches Qm. This distance Is much shorter, hence
proves the higher speed on the suction side of the vane.
Thle phenomenon increases the average relatlve discharge
velocity and reducee the outflow angle; both result in a re-
duced power absorption. The Incomplete filling of the im-
peller passages with” active flow acts In the sqme sense; It

produces a further increase In the average relative diecharge
velocity and a oecond reduction of the head. (Cf. velocity
triangle, fig. 34c.)

EP1l’ECTOF IIJCREASED MERIDIAE VELOCITY clam 019 THE SIZE OF

THE GUIDE VAEE EMTRAYCE AN(3LE

The absolute paths of the water particles after exit from
the impeller are, theoretically, loga?lthmic spirals on the
aaeumptlon of constant width of paesages. The dissimilarity
of angle a and al 1s evident from figure 34. The tangent
of angle a’ under which the absolute paths slope toward the
circumference is

O’am
tan ac = —

cau

It Is seen that the Inoreaee from cam tO C’~m caus ed
by t~e dead air epace produces a greater angle ccl, With
angle a, the active flow would result in a chock -t the
impeller entrance. The existence of the clearance space be- -
tween Impeller and gu~de apparatue leesens, the entrnnce
shock because a certain equalisation is achieved 5n this
par t.

EP3’XCT OF @UIDE APPARATUS OH THE RELATIV~ ~LOW IM THE IMPELZER

The presence of a guide apparatus fteelf affects the flow
In the impeller. The relative flow in the impeller loses ite
stationary character. This phenomenon ties in with the too-
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vane entrance angles - owing to nonobserrat ion
air space formation. The flow-off conditions

for the separate flow tubes of ● passage differ at a specific
Inetant. At point A (fig. 36) only a small space is avail-
able to the flow for a change in direction~ hence the shock
10 relatively stronger than at B. The flow pictures indicate
that the presence of a guide ~pparetus can, under certain
circumstances, beeome the cause of new disturbances. The
experience of several researches (referenoe 6), that the
installation of s guide apparatus improves the efficiency
only for very accurately chosen guide ~ane entrance angles,
IS herewith explained.

Translation by J. Vanier,
Mational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautic.
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Figs. 21,22
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Figure 22.- Frontispiece: separation of flow in a centrifugal pump
at 400 rpm; made visible by sudden coloration of inflow-

Ing water. Subnormal quantity of water; taken with rotating cameraj
exposure: 1/250 sec.
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